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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Greetings,
The old bird racing season is already finished again, it seems to fly by faster and faster each year.
We are pleased to see that most clubs and combines have submitted their race results on time to the database. The database has been upgraded to automatically load the race results to be displayed on the
website and also run the awards program.
Race secretaries have to remember to properly follow the instructions and send in the right text files, this
is all explained in the how to send in your results.
Our programmer has done an outstanding job in moving the database, Ace bird and Ace loft Awards forward to this point but make sure to send in the proper text files.
All race results to be printed in the year book are taken from the database, no more sending in a word
document after the season, to have your club and/or combine results in the year book, they need to be
uploaded to the database!
The Award of Excellence and the Certificate of Merit still need to be entered manually, if you have a bird
that qualifies don’t forget to send them in, the deadline for being published in the yearbook is Oct. 31st.
We are also near the end of young birds and it would be a good idea to get those results in sooner than
later, ideally send them in weekly, that way there will be no last minute rush.
Unfortunately we have in the last couple of months received 4 new by-law issues which is taking up a lot
of time. I asked past President Mike vanderJagt if he could help the by-law committee to lighten their
work load some, it was nice to see that Mike gladly accepted.
Please stay aware of what is going on in your town/city so we can address these issues right from the
start.
As most have heard and seen, the CU started with a new line of products and feed. The feed was initially
started to offset the big shipping costs of bringing in the other pigeon products. The feed has proven to
be of exceptional quality and everyone that has decided to try it now wants to keep using it. The products are also top of the line, feed and products specially designed for pigeons.
Please look for more information on all these products on the CU website.
I would like to inform everyone that the CU AGM will be held at the Oshawa club house on Nov. 24th,
2012. The meeting will begin at 11:00 am.
Yours in the Sport
Oscar DeVries
President
The Canadian Racing Pigeon Union
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FORGOTTEN HEROES
By Dan Archibald
Bass River is a quiet village located in western Colchester County, Nova Scotia. If you have attended
school in Canada there is a good chance that your bottom sat on a hardrock maple chair and desk manufactured in the village by the Dominion Chair Factory. They do not make school furniture these days,
but the village is a vibrant community with people living there from all walks of life.
One of those is a young man of thirteen years, Noah Tremblay. As is the custom in most Canadian
schools, when you hit grade six you can be pretty certain your teacher will assign you a heritage project,
something that reflects your family, community or country. Noah’s dad is in the Canadian Armed
Forces, so from a young age Noah had heard stories of military service animals, and realized most people in society today are unaware of what they have done for our country. Noah’s research included
horses, elephants, dogs, pigeons and yes, even cats. This all before the movie, “War Horse” appeared
on the big screen.
So, like any dutiful grade six student, Noah put his heritage project together. It earned a second place
at his school district’s regional heritage fair and garnered a lot of attention, so much in fact, that Noah
had an idea. Why not raise money to erect a granite monument honouring animals who have died in
the service of their country? Noah wisely thought to include modern police, search and rescue, NATO/
UN and the Canadian Armed Forces.
Looking for government support after he had raised a sizeable amount of funds from private donations,
Noah made submissions and appeared before municipal government who in a matter of minutes handed
over several thousands dollars to complete the estimated cost of $16 000 the entire project would entail.
Our Minister of Foreign Affairs, John Baird called it the most important project of its kind he has been associated with and make a sizeable government donation. Not to be outdone, the Nova Scotia government was equally quick to support the project, Soon it was learned, that Noah’s project was the only
one of its kind in Canada and only the third such monument erected world wide.
Along with fellow club member, Laslo Toth, I volunteered a pigeon release to Noah when the announcement of the Forgotten Heroes monument unveiling ceremony was made in the local newspaper, and we
were, fittingly enough, put on the program as the “Grand Finale.”
The program read, “Releasing pigeons to fly back to their destination.” Noah first released was one of
Laslo’s lovely white racers --- everyone gasped, and then Noah’s younger brother Gabriel released thirteen racing pigeons and a great cheer went up. Rightfully so, the beautiful German Sheperd dogs were
the center of attention during the ceremony, but those fourteen pigeons climaxed the afternoon and stole
the hearts of everyone attending. Our municipal councillor, mayor, provincial MLA and Federal MP
cheered the birds into the sky. Imagine the site of cheering, smiling politicians.
Laslo and I went home, our birds went home and I can only assume the 200 or so members of the attending public and representative forces went home, just a little bit more knowledgeable about what service animals sacrifice. As is Noah’s style, he also went quietly home .

It is our happy duty to report to all that the rumours of the passing of
Mr. Ken Hutchison
are greatly exaggerated !
He is indeed alive and well !
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B E PROA CT I VE
By Terry Humberstone
Over the past few months there have been several issues that your C.U. executive body has been called
upon to provide assistance respecting municipal by-laws and the keeping of pigeons within those municipalities. The city of Hamilton recently proposed that the housing of pigeons at any new location within
the city boundaries would be prohibited. That meant any fancier wishing to move to Hamilton would not
be able to take his/her pigeons with them and that an established fancier wishing to move to a new location within the city could not do so. They would be grandfathered in at their current location, but could
never relocate within the city and continue to practice their beloved hobby. It was only after the involvement of a very experienced member of the C.U. Board of Directors, combined with the able assistance of
the Hamilton Central RPC, that the city agreed to modify their by-law and allow the keeping of pigeons.
This is just one example of an issue which could have had devastating effects on our sport, but fortunately through the work of some good people, ended on a happy note. Could it have been avoided? I
would like to think so.
We in the sport have got to become proactive and can’t sit back and wait for these issues like the example above to happen. We always seem to be scrambling to convince city or municipal councilors to hold
off on voting to ban us from following our sport while we try to come up with some sort of response to
convince them otherwise. It’s a dangerous practice.
What should we be doing? I firmly believe every club in this country should be prepared to respond in a
positive, not acrimonious manner when a by-law issue arises. Each club should appoint a small
(probably no more than two people) by-law committee to quietly investigate the current by-laws which
affect you and your members. You may not think so, but a “keeping of animals” by-law will already exist
in any community or municipality. Ensure your committee is made up of level headed and relatively articulate people.
Persons with past council, law enforcement, business, or community volunteer experience would be invaluable. Remember, speaking to and presenting proposals to councilors should never be adversarial,
rather, getting them to listen and understand your side should be your goal.
Don’t threaten and try to never mention lawyers. Remember, they have lawyers too and they don’t
have to pay them out of their own pockets. You do.
What I would suggest is that each club, whether or not you currently have a problem, draw up your own
by-law to present to your council and try to get it passed before someone complains about a member’s
pigeons. Very importantly, offer to help police it and take action with a violating member, get him on the
straight and narrow immediately. Don’t let things fester. Include the requirement for all pigeon fanciers
in the municipality to belong to a club and, better yet, a national organization. Without such membership the fancier won’t be allowed to keep pigeons. Make council believe that your club won’t put up with
poor standards and practices any more than the public will. Very importantly, get the by-law enforcement officer on your side. Talk to him regularly and enlist his/her help to keep you up to date on any
potential problems. Try to nip them in the bud before council hears about it. Your by-law enforcement
officer’s “heads-up” will be invaluable.
I can’t emphasize this point strongly enough. He would rather the club straighten out an offender than
him having to get involved. Once he is involved his hands may be tied as to how lenient he can be.
Your C.U. office can help you but your club’s difficulties with a town, city or municipal council are your
responsibility to manage, not ours. We will provide you with direction and recommendations based on
(Continued on page 6)
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DISPOSAL SALE DUE TO HEALTH
REG FLEMMING
Currently flying with the Orillia Club, in the Up North Combine
Past Wins include Canadian National & Moosonee Classic
See Orillia, Barrie, and Borden Race Results in past CRPU year books
Bloodlines include the best of:
Janssen, Leo Van Rijn, Ikon, Aarden, Flandria’s Hogan & Little Cheese family

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2012
Viewing @ 11:00 AM
Auction @ 1:00 PM Sharp
Auctioneer: Mike van der Jagt
Phone: 705-326-5812
Email: mrvanderjagt@yahoo.com

***Lunch & Refreshments will be served***
***On-Site Appreciation Raffle of SPECIAL BIRDS open to Registered Bidders***
***Eyesign Specialists shouldn’t miss this auction***
SCHOMBERG COMMUNITY HALL – UPPER FLOOR
325 Main Street, Schomburg, Ontario L0G 1T0
Hall Phone (905) 939-2038

(Continued from page 5)

Be Proactive (continued)
past experience and can direct you to sources for advice and examples of existing by-laws which may be
suitable for your situation. Please, don’t sit around and wait for a problem to arise. Be proactive as a
club and be better prepared than the complainant. Keep in mind that the public is not always the enemy. We do have some members out there that bring this on themselves, unfortunately it affects us all.
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H O N O U R A R Y M E M B E R ’ S PA S S I N G

Mary Horton
A Tribute
On June 18th, 2012 I lost a dear friend. Mary Horton peacefully passed away at the Community Nursing
Home in Port Hope. She had been in ill health for the past year, in and out of hospital several times, and
moved into the nursing home in December, 2011.
Mary was one of the founding members of the C.R.P.U. Ladies Auxiliary which was formed in Hamilton in
1958. At first she was their secretary , then as well she took on the job of editor of “The Flytee Nytee”
flyer, which kept the Ladies up to date on happenings throughout the year.
When the Ladies Auxiliary was asked to arrange all C.U. Conventions, Mary became the convention convener, along with the assistance of the directors of the C.U. Ladies Auxiliary. This was a job she excelled
at. She held this position until 2000 when failing health forced Harold to give up his birds and they
moved to an apartment in Port Hope.
Those of you who attended any or all conventions will know that Mary could greet by name almost everyone who came to the registration desk—remarkable memory!
While Mary was a tireless worker for the Ladies Auxiliary, she could not have accomplished what she did
without the support of her husband and best friend, Harold—he was indeed “The wind beneath her
wings”!
As per Mary’s wishes , there will be no funeral service. Cremation has take place and her ashes, along
with Harold’s, will be inured in New Brunswick.
I love and miss you both.
Rest in peace, dear friends!
Betty Baker
Peterborough, ON
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Young Birds
For Sale
“Borrowed Wealth” Loft
Pete Voskamp
8480 Centennial Rd.
St. Thomas, On

N5P 3S6
Stock From: Ko van Dommelin, Holland
 Probably the most complete “Aarden Strain” left.


Winner of 4 National races.



This year, 2012, he has won 5 Championships in the Z.L.U.

Stock From: Marcel Aalbrecht
 A man with a long, honest, clean flying record.


2 X National long distance flyer from Belgium.

Stock From:

Stock From:


Vertelman and Son



International winner with their “Perpignan” hen in 1907 against 15,687 entries



In his stock you will find H. Wynands and Son, people with a good record
especially on the long end.

A & L van der Wegen

Imported in 1987 and 2006 with good success for me.

My Personal Loft was 6th in the C.R.P.U. in 2011 National Awards
and my CU-08-3681, 2nd in his class in the C.R.P.U. National Awards
If interested:
Call (519) 631-6685 Fax: (519) 631-7950
Yours in the “game”
Pete Voskamp
Shipping Fees not included in sale of birds.
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SELECTION 2012
The new season is just ending and it's time to think about
selection. Why selection? The answer is simple. Selection is
the most important aspect of the entire pigeon sport!
Then and Now
Over the last 20 years the racing pigeon sport has taken an
enormous leap forward, a leap so large that many older
fanciers still have not noticed it, they still try to compete
with the pigeons from then. How many champions from the
70’s and 80’s can hardly win a prize now, because they didn’t keep up with the times. We were one of those fanciers
up to 2007, we did everything the old way, we kept to the
“old” strain, why not, we did very well using these methods
and birds in the past didn’t we?
Less than 20 years ago we all flew the one day long distance races with the pigeons that didn’t do well on the regular races. These lesser gods were then asked
to fly early prizes at the one day distance. How often didn’t we have to put in a safety punch at 22:00
hours in the evening because all the points hadn’t been won yet? We had to keep clocking the next
morning. I know that here in the North of Holland when we flew St. Vincent during the 80’s, that the race
regularly remained open for a week and still there were not yet enough pigeons home to finish the race.
To-day if you don’t clock a pigeon within 15 minutes of the 1 st prize winner, you’re out of luck. Now on
the one day distance races we’re shocked if the race lasts more than an hour, then we all talk about how
slow the race was…
Now almost all of us fly our best pigeons on the one day distance (dagfond) races, those that don’t send
their best ones, don’t fly a prize. To-day the dagfond lies between 500 and 700 kilometers and most pigeons can make that when the wind comes out of the south west, but if we have a north or north east
wind then many of them can no longer make it. It is not the distance that make the difference but the
hours on the wing. The average pigeon can fly for 5 hours without a problem, the better ones can fly 7 to
8 hours without to many problems. The best can fly 10/11 hours if they are well managed and well
trained. That comes out to 700 km with head winds which will require flying between 10 and 11 hours,
and naturally all on the same day!
I believe that we should search for pigeons that can fly for 10 hours and come home in good condition
and win their prize of course, but that speaks for itself. Why search for these pigeons? Because these
are the best pigeons available today and will give a super result, making your vitesse (short distance)
pigeons tougher and your two day long distance pigeons faster. So, if you have a pigeon or two that can
fly near the front when the wind is on their noses, safeguard them carefully and use them to secure your
future.
What do these pigeon look like?
First we have to explain the difference between a good pigeon, a Lucky One Shot pigeon and a real Ace.
Everyone has had a pigeon that won a very early prize once, sometimes on a hard day, but it was a onetime occurrence. This pigeon we call a lucky shot, or an “all or nothing” pigeon. These pigeons can give
you national fame by winning an NPO race, beautiful of course but it isn’t a really good pigeon if he didn't do anything before or does anything after the win. Then we have the good pigeons that regularly
compete for the 1st prize in the club and combine, your real good ones, the steady pigeons. Then we
have the out of category pigeons, your National Ace Pigeons, the pigeons that for one or more years are
amongst the best in the country. Pigeons such as the Kleine Dirk from Gerard Koopman, Harry from Jan
Hooimans, Ché from Eijerkamp, Dolce Vita from Pieter Veenstra and our own Missouri’s Girl. But, these
toppers can only come from good lofts, from a good fancier and don’t forget from a good location in the
Section where you fly.
(Continued on page 10)
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SELECTION 2012
(Continued from page 9)

What do these out of category Ace pigeons look like? They have natural health, “they always wear their
Sunday best”, is the way Jos van Limpt put it. The modern (dagfond) pigeon is somewhat smaller, very
well-muscled, has muscles that lie somewhat away from the keel. The real toppers have a supple wing,
with long end flights and a short back wing. They also have tight vent bones, made up of two thick bones
that lie up against each other. When you look and feel their backs, you see and feel a nice level one piece
whole, no “hollows” in the back. Therefore when looking to the back of the bird beginning at its shoulders
to the end of the tail, one flowing line, no bumps or dips. Pay attention to the area where the back
changes to the tail, the good ones never have a lump there, it never looks like the tail has been glued on
and never seems like it’s been attached as an afterthought. The good ones have a shrewd intelligent
look, they seems to be mad, a hawk like look.
Is every pigeon with this build and appearance a good one? No, of course not, but it could become a
good one. If you look at it from the opposite side, pigeons that don’t look like these, pigeons with one or
more faults will never become National Ace Pigeons (Dagfond). We can’t look between their ears, inside
their heads. Its outward appearance can be that of an Ace Pigeon, but it could have the intelligence of a
guppy, or it could be in the loft of a fancier who has no understanding of how to race pigeons and win.
This fancier may have a fantastic pigeon, but because of his manner of overseeing his pigeons the pigeon
is ruined.
Natural Selection and Selection on health
A saying we often hear "The basket is the best selector", is right of course. If you basket all your pigeons every week, then at the end of the season you will know which ones are still left and which ones
are your best ones. But at what cost? I don't keep pigeons with obvious faults, I know that they will not
be there when it comes to the one day distance races or when they have to deal with a tough race. Why
keep them? If all you fly are the short distance (vitesse) races and maybe a middle distance race or two,
then the outward appearance of the pigeon will be less important. For these races the ability to orient
quickly and the will to go home, take front and center. Pigeons with faults can win top prizes at the short
distance because of their great willpower, but not on the dagfond (one day distance) races, requiring 10
hours on the wing.
Selecting on health we do every day of the year. We keep an eye on pigeons that don't look quite right,
perhaps take it to a pigeon veterinarian, but if it goes backwards twice? Gone! We should be especially
strict when they are in the nest. Youngsters that fall behind their nest mate, or are forever peeping, or
have marked flights, or have feathers in the tail that don't come out of the sheath, we have to cull. There
are not many toppers and the chance that a weakling will become one is null. Once the youngsters are
outside and flying, we keep selecting for health. If the flock is healthy and vigorous and there is one
weakling amongst them, then it should be culled.
When you begin training you should still keep selecting, is it always the same one that doesn't handle
right or is always the same one that doesn't want to fly, away with that misfit.
Till next time.
Gert Jan Beute
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Reminders and Deadlines
October 31

-

Young Bird results for the Database and Yearbook
Award of Excellence for Old Birds and Young Birds
Certificate of Merit for Old Birds
Yearbook Advertising

December 1
2013 Memberships due ($50.00). All those paying prior to
this date will receive a 5% discount on all purchases from
the CRPU store for 2013.
December 31 -Advertising for the January Newsletter.

November 24
CRPU Annual General Meeting
Oshawa Clubhouse, Oshawa Ontario.
11:00 AM
PASSINGS
Jack Hicks
Jack Hicks, 77 of Oshawa, Ontario passed away on January 9 2012 at his home.
He was a very active member with the Canadian Racing Pigeon Union. Jack was a passionate man who
enjoyed life to the fullest. He was the last of his siblings; he leaves behind 4 sons, 2 daughters and 6
grandchildren.
Jack was extremely loving and proud of his daughter Linda (Hicks) DeVries. Jack was always there to
help family and friends when they needed it. Sadly he is gone, but he will never be forgotten. A special
thanks to all of you that attended his funeral.
Thank you from Linda and Oscar DeVries and kids, South Mountain On.

Kurt Lawrie
The Hamilton Central R.P.C. has the sad task of informing the CU membership that Kurt Lawry passed
away August 25th, 2012. He was an active member of our club and will be missed. We send our condolences to his family.
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FLYING THE FULL RACE SCHEDULE-COMPETITIVELY
A FOLLOW UP TO “A LOFT FOR ALL SYSTEMS"
SHORT DISTANCE (sprint series) IS ALL ABOUT MOTIVATION
Most sprint series are under 4 hours on the wing and form is not a requirement to be competitive unless
the sprint series is your specialty and you don’t care about the rest of the schedule. What is important is
that sprinters are well trained out and highly motivated. A pigeon will do anything within its means to get
what it wants and some time dies trying. Now if you deprive it from its wants for a short time ,then the
reward is called motivation.. Your giving your birds a cause and a reason to get back quickly from a race.
The system your on is meant to create form and to motivate your flock in general.
I fly the first race on the nest to pipping eggs and thereafter on the double/dual system.
However the “sprint specialist” will do things a whole lot different , he will already be on one of the
widowhood systems for two or three weeks before the season starts ,feed exotic seeds, heated loft for
early form, train hard and use all the motivation techniques available to him. He not only wants the
winning bird to hit the landing board he wants a big drop to hit the board.
He will use personalized motivation where ever he can and you do this by observation of your birds ,what
makes each one tick, when you see something a bird really wants ,then note it and exploit it as extra
motivation on race day .Some examples may be extra eggs in the nest , or add a bigger youngster, show
the hens , a treat in the nest box, let cocks see the nest box, add a nest bowl, add straw to the nest,
remove the hen from the nest, isolation from the loft, train repetitively until they come like they where
on a string, and the list goes on and on.
I used to do the above years ago and it does work ,but I sure paid the price when I got to the long end of
the schedule. Year after year I would loose my best pigeons and it took a long time before I realized that
the mistake was made in the beginning for failure at the end. Every year I would be back to square one
after heavy losses. We will discuss this further when we get to the long distance paragraph,
MIDDLE DISTANCE- IS ALL ABOUT FORM & MOTIVATION
I know of top lofts who fly natural or double widowhood and train daily, weather permitting, who are very
successful ,if you carry a lot of birds maybe that’s the best way, feed up and train hard . With a lot of
birds you could always find enough birds in form to fill your shipping basket on race day. Those with
limited time and a lot of birds, this seems to be the preferred method. Gather the birds in the morning
take them up the road where by they come home to feed and the driver heads to work, period, done for
the day.
Except for the double system someone needs to be home to transfer the hens or cocks over. You rely on
the systems to give you the required motivation.
Then there are more technical methods like “classical widowhood” where by there is no training done at
all once the season has started. Only the cock birds are raced, they loft fly once or twice a day for a hour
at the time and rest in their nest box the rest of the time during the week. Great pleasure and
satisfaction can be had when they come into form about three weeks into the system and you see them
loft fly every where in the sky flying independently coming and going, clapping their wings or gliding like
butterflies. They show you when they are ready and everyone is happy.
The hens are kept strictly for the purpose of motivating the cocks. The best way to keep them in form for
this purpose is to put them in a small aviary and feed a half ounce of barley per day until the weekend,
this way they won’t lay eggs or mate with each other.
A club mate has practiced this method with great success. Then on the weekend they are fed right up
and will just go crazy to see their cock bird.
(Continued on page 13)
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FLYING THE FULL RACE SCHEDULE-COMPETITIVELY
(Continued from page 12)

This is generally the only motivation required on this method. You also need to start thinking about
slowing them down a bit as the distances increase and in case you get hit with a tough one, start building
extra reserves, reduce the tempo, i/e skip a race to build reserves, etc.
The “double round about "or the “double/dual ” is where both hens and cocks are flown on the same
system but are kept separate from each other all week until they come back from the race. They can be
loft flown or road trained during the week, it is strictly a matter of preference of what suits you best, the
one method takes time at home the other takes gas money. I did try not letting them out at all during
the week for a few weeks, some time ago, they only went to the race and where locked up the rest of the
week, but that didn’t work well for me. I now train twice a week once the race season has started and
they are locked up the rest of the week but all go to the race weekly. If I do have a few that don’t go to
the race then they get a long toss on the day of the race.
Form is a absolute must once you get to the middle distance and you must have harmony in the loft to
get it . You want your birds to rest in the day and if there is dead silence in the loft ,down feathers in the
box and nice tight droppings then all is well. At this stage you rely on the system to motivate your birds,
no special motivation should be necessary and is not recommended .
Some hens on this system will eventually mate up with one another and some strains are worse then
others. You can fight it and drive yourself crazy or you can go along with it and fly them to a nest, by this
time you are usually well in to the middle or last part of the schedule. The dual system is best suited for
this as the center section is empty all week and half way trough the season I open the door and those
that want to mate up can. I do keep extra hens for this purpose.
LONG DISTANCE- IS ALL ABOUT FORM & RESERVES
This is the part of racing that you have to shift gears and a whole different set of requirements are
necessary. The long end is unforgiving, for years I used to get killed at the long end, the only advise I
used to get was that I didn’t have the right pigeons for the long end . That may have been true but I
realized over the years that what I was doing in the beginning was killing me at the end. First and
foremost use only natural motivation that the system offers ,nothing special and nothing extra. Today's
systems have been developed to create form and motivation so rely and believe in the system your
using.
The main required factor is to add reserves to a bird in form and here is how you do that, with widowers
on classical you may rest them a week or two before you ship. However if you have been flying the heck
out of them in the sprint races and they where already on widowhood three weeks before the season
started then I would think those birds are long finished for the season. Others will put them back on
natural but you loose a couple of weeks of racing for this to happen and cocks in particular don’t always
respond. A lot depends how many miles you have on them already, they are not machines.
With the double/dual system you have a lot more options and in particular with hens. I personally like
mated hens for the long end and you don’t need many as they are usually very reliable. They are really
good candidates, they compete with each other to sit, they build reserves very quick, they are calmer
and don’t burn out in the race like a cock might on a tough one.
Key factors for the long end are : Do not excite, over motivate, or over train your birds as that is what
eats into reserves. Do not try to refresh birds that have already been flown out previously. Do every
thing in a calm manner and birds shipped must be calm. They don’t need to be trained or loft flown every
(Continued on page 14)
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FLYING THE FULL RACE SCHEDULE-COMPETITIVELY
(Continued from page 13)

day neither, after a tough weekend it is recommended to lock them up for a day or two. Remember its all
about reserves and getting them home.
You know we are so quick to blame the birds, but it is seldom the bird, it is us. We are the one that calls
all the shots and control everything that goes on with them. Sure they are all different in what they can
or cannot achieve, but if we are the boss then we need to know that and have it figure out. A pigeon has
no control over what it is given to eat or when it is given, we all think we have become diet experts, we
purchase a balanced mix and then mess it up with additives. Furthermore the birds don’t have a clue
where they are sent week after week, they can only try to get home the best way they know how. When
losses occur it is almost always your mistake, we don’t do the right thing ,either because we are lazy,
ignorant of what is required, we get greedy or take unnecessary risks. etc. I hate losing a bird and I take
it personal when I do. I also hate being skunked in a race and that’s what makes me search for a better
way. To win every race should not be your ultimate goal either, as it is not going to happen, you will only
get what your competition allows and there are so many uncertainties in this game, that you need to
keep your expectations in moderation. Just being competitive and having some of your birds in with the
best is a rewarding experience, only one bird can be a winner and occasionally it might be yours. The
pigeon sport in my opinion is the ultimate game of anticipation and there is nothing else like it.
Tom deMunnik
Orillia Racing Pigeon Club

Chris Peeman Aardens
I have young for sale out of one stock pair
Both cock and hen are from the Batenburg’s “Witbuik”line
The pedigree also include “Invincible Spirit”, “Vlekje” “Smargard I & II “ “The Dolle”
And Jos Thone’s “The General”
Cock is 01 OHF 13702 and the Hen is 01 OHF 13708
This pair has produced one loft race money winners and their children have produced
With limited exposure one loft race money winners, multiple race winners
And a combine winner.
I have 2010 2011 2012 offspring
For Sale
At
$200.00 per bird.
Contact
Tim Mason
705 385 2692
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APOLLO RACING PIGEON CLUB MAKES DONATION TO
THE VON SAKURA HOUSE

Recently the Apollo Racing Pigeon Club disbanded and as per the club's original constitution the three remaining members had the opportunity and pleasure to make a donation to the VON Sakura House.
On August 1, 2012 the members of the club donated $6,075.29 to the Hospice in Woodstock Ontario.
The Hospice is very appreciative of such donations as this is how they finance the facility to provide loving care to patients in the last days of their lives as well as the patients families.
All three members continue to race their beloved pigeons with the Oxford Racing Pigeon Club.
L toR in the photo is, Kelly Morrison, VON board of directors, Susan Rupoli, Hospice Administrative Assistant, Helen Vink, Hospice care Co-ordinator, and Apollo members, Alan Fewkes, Dave Chapman, and Ron
Gillow
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Dedication

“THIS MONUMENT WAS ERECTED IN 2012 IN MEMORY OF ALL ANIMALS
AND HANDLERS WHO SERVED
IN OUR MILITARY AND POLICE FORCES”

2013 Membership
Dues ($50.00)
2013 CRPU Membership dues are due prior to December 1, 2012
All those paying prior to this date will receive a

5% Discount
On all 2013 purchases from the CRPU store .

